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ACCIDENTS, Industrial Prevention
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Documents pour l'étude des expositions et musées pour la prévention des accidents et des maladies du travail au Québec au début du siècle.
Jean-Claude Dionne. il biotog.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (automne '97): p199-211
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AMBERG, Stephen
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Highwire act: power, pragmatism and the Harcourt legacy. Daniel Cawthop.
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Homeless. Christopher Jencks.
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Lawyers against labor. Daniel K. Ernst.
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Canadian Auto Workers; the birth and transformation of a union; book review. Sam Gindin.
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CLASSES. See Social classes
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History
Clothes off our backs: a history of ACTWU 459; book review. Debra Lindsay.
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Unnecessary debts; book review. Lars Osberg and Pierre Fortin, eds. Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall '97): p329-41 See also Labour
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Crossing the line: unionized employee ownership and investment funds; book review. Jack Quarter. Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall '97): p344-8
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See also

Automobile industry workers
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Household employees

EMPLOYEES' representation in management

Crossing the line: unionized employee ownership and investment funds; book review. Jack Quarter. Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall '97): p344-8

See also

Employee ownership

EMPLOYER employee relations. See Industrial relations

EMPLOYMENT discrimination. See Discrimination in employment
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Voir Contractors - History

Ontario

Voir Contractors - History - Ontario

ENVIRONMENT, Work. See Work environment

EPP, A. Ernest, Jt editor


EQUAL rights for women. See Women - Equal rights

ERNST, Daniel R.

Lawyers against labor; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall '97): p304-6

ERRINGTON, Elizabeth June
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Voir Women's studies

Quebec (Province)
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Quebec (Province)
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FINK, Leon

In search of the working class: essays in American labor history and political culture; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring '97): p315-17

FIRSOV, Fridrikh I., Jt auth
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Quebec (Province)

Voir Foundries - History - Quebec (Province)

FONES-WOLF, Elizabeth A.


FORD Motor Company of Canada Ltd


FOREIGN workers. See Alien labour

FOREST products Industry

History

Ontario


FORESTS and forestry

Quebec (Province)

Veux maîtres de la forêt québécoise; compte rendu, Pierre Dubois. Labour / Le Travail no 39 (printemps '97):
INDEX 341

FORESTS and forestry (cont’d.)
p390-1

FORETS et sylviculture
Voir Forests and forestry
Quebec (Province)
Voir Forests and forestry - Quebec (Province)

FORTIN, Pierre, Jr. editor
Unnecessary debts; book review. Lars Osberg and Pierre Fortin, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p339-41

FOUNDRIES
History
Quebec (Province)

FRAINA, Louis C.
about
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p301-2

FRANCE
See also
Labour - History - France

Ouvriers, la patrie et la révolution; compte rendu. Jean-Louis Robert.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (printemps ’97): p337-8

FRANCE
Voir France

Historie
Voir France - History

FRANK, David
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GARMEN'T Industry. See Clothing industry

GAUDREAUX, Guy

GAUTHROP, Daniel
Highwire act: power, pragmatism and the Harcourt legacy; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p292-4

GENDER and politics
Great Britain
Imperial leather: race, gender and sexuality in the colonial contest; book review. Anne McClintock.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p310-12

GERMANY
See also
Labour - History - Germany

Social history
Nationalsozialistische Frauenpolitik vor 1933; Dokumentation; review in English. Hans-Jürgen Arendt and others, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p340-1

GILES, Wenona, editor
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p351-2

GINDIN, Sam
Canadian Auto Workers: the birth and transformation of a union; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p310-12

GLOBALIZATION

Social aspects
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p335-6

GOLD mines and mining
History
Quebec (Province)
Big sleep [an account written in 1948 of the Malartic mine fire of 1947]. Jack Timmerman.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p231-40


GONZALEZ, Gilbert G.
Labor and community: Mexican citrus worker villages in a southern California county, 1900-1950; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p324-6

GOODWIN, Albert (Ginger)
about

GOODYEAR Canada Inc
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p241-60

GORDON, Colin
New deals: business, labor, and politics in America, 1920-1935; book review. -
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p319-21

GOVERNMENT and business. See Industry and state

GRAHAM, Laurie
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p349-51
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See also
Anti-nuclear movement - Great Britain
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Gender and politics - Great Britain
Labour - History - Great Britain
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Colonies and protectorates

Imperial leather: race, gender and sexuality in the colonial contest; book review. Anne McClintock.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p310-12

Social history

Imperial leather: race, gender and sexuality in the colonial contest; book review. Anne McClintock.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p310-12

GREEN, David R.
From artisans to paupers: economic change and poverty in London, 1790-1870; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p312-14
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HAGOPIAN, John S.

Debunking the public health myth: municipal politics and class conflict during the Galt,
HAGOPIAN, John S. (cont’d.)
Ontario waterworks campaigns, 1888-1890. Il
bibliog. Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p33-34
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History
Ideal surroundings: domestic life in a working-class
suburb in the 1920s; book review. Suzanne
Marton.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p304-6

HALLAM, Paul
Book of Sodom; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p352-4

HAMILTON, John David
Arctic revolution; social change in the Northwest
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p295-7

HARCOURT, Michael
about
Highwire act: power, pragmatism and the Harcourt
legacy; book review. Daniel Gawthrop.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p292-4

HARRIS, Clyde, ed
Inside Babylon: the Caribbean diaspora in Britain;
book review. Winston James and Clyde Harris,
eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p317-18

HARTMAN, Grace
about
Grace Hartman: a woman for her time; book review.
Susan Green.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p312-13

HAYNES, John E., ed
Hervé Kiehr and others.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p329-33

HEALEY, Dorothy Ray
and Iasemen, Maurice
California Red: a life in the American Communist
Party; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p327-9

HERING, Sabine, ed
Nationssozialistische Frauenpolitik vor 1933:
Dokumentation; book review. Hans-Jurgen
Arendt and others, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p340-1

HEWITT, Steve
September 1931: a re-interpretation of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police’s handling of the 1931
Estevan strike and riot; book review. Labour / Le
Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p159-78

HISTOIRE locale
Voir Local history
Québec (Province)

Voir Local history - Québec (Province)

HISTORIANS
E.P. Thompson: objections and oppositions; book
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p333-5
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See also
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HISTORY, Social. See Social history
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Maid in the market: women’s paid domestic labour;
book review. Wenona Giles and Sedef Arat-Koc,
eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall ’97): p351-2

HOMELESS, The
United States
Homeless; book review. Christopher Jencks.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p351-3

HOUSEHOLD employees
History
“Refused” mistresses and ‘discontented’ maids:
respectability and the case of domestic service,
1850-1914. Magda Fahmi. bibliog. Labour / Le
Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p69-97

HOWELL, Colin D.
Northern sandlots: a social history of Maritime
baseball; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p287-90

HUNEFELDT, Christine
Paying the price of freedom: family and labor
among Lima’s slaves, 1800-1854; book review,
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p342-3

IACOVETTA, Franca
and Quinlan, Michael
Footnote that never went away: a complaint and
explanation [footnote printed in error suggested
an ethnic slur]. Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring ’97): p3-9

IGARTUA, José
Arvida au Saguenay: naissance d’une ville
industrielle; book review,
IGARTUA, José (cont'd.)
Labour / Le Travail no 39 (printemps '97): p300-2

ILLES, Louise Moser
Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall '97): p342-4

INDIA
See also
Labour - History - India
Working classes - History - India

INDUSTRIAL accidents. See Accidents, Industrial
INDUSTRIAL disputes. See Labour disputes
INDUSTRIAL plants. See Factories
INDUSTRIAL relations
See also
Employee ownership
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Employees' representation in management
Labour disputes
Labour laws and legislation
Labour unions
 Strikes

History
Copper and the class struggle [Race and labor in western copper; Copper crucible; Recast labor-management relations in America]; review article. Jeremy Mouat. Bibliog. Labour / Le Travail no 39 (spring '97): p277-84

INDUSTRIE forestière
Voir Forest products industry
 Histoire
Voir Forest products industry - History - Ontario

INDUSTRY and state
See also
Labour laws and legislation
Socialism

History
United States

INSTRUCTION. See Teaching
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See also
Subhead Intellectual life under names of countries, provinces, etc, e.g Quebec (Province). Intellectual life

INTERNAL migration. See Migration, Internal

INTELLIGENTS and intellectual life
See also
Subhead Intellectual life under names of countries, provinces, etc, e.g Quebec (Province). Intellectual life
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History
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History

IRON workers
History
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ISSERMAN, Maurice, jt auth

ITALY
See also
Communism - Italy

JAMES, Winston, editor

JASEN, Patricia

JENCKS, Christopher

JOB discrimination. See Discrimination in employment
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KRALEY, Gregory S.
[C'est avec beaucoup de regret, mais aussi avec un sens considérable du devoir accompli, que je quitte les fonctions de directeur de Labour/Le Travail]. Labour / Le Travail no 40 (automne '97): p15-16

[It is with much regret but also with a considerable sense of achievement that I am retiring as Editor of Labour/Le Travail]. Labour / Le Travail no 40 (fall '97): p11

--jt auth


KENNEDY, John C.
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